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Quilt Data



#DID is quilt making

http://www.pages.drexel.edu/~gkw22/history.html

Metaphorical Definition



#DID is quilt making

¤ Many hands

¤ Making

¤ Valued/Devalued

¤ Reuse/Remix

¤ Art/Science

¤ Transformative

Metaphorical definition



















CLIR Report

¤ https://www.clir.org/pubs/reports/pub151/case-studies/did-arq/
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Froissartʼs Chronicles



Extracting a Digital Fingerprint using 
Polygonal 
Models and Shape Recognition
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Extracting a Digital Fingerprint using 
Polygonal 
Models and Shape Recognition

1) Apply Sobel edge detection to source image – from the Image2Learn library
2) Fit line segments to edge map data using EM algorithm – designed to run on multiple cores
3) Apply shape recognition algorithms to polygonal models to identify similar letters, words, 

symbols and patterns

Turning Angle Function Comparison 
• Comparison is invariant to scale, rotation and starting reference point
• Shape represented by a series of turning angles and lengths made between itself and previous segment
• Find the minimum distance between shapes by comparing their turning angle functions with respect to vertical and 

horizontal shifts (starting reference point and rotation respectively)

Illustrations from Arkin, E.M., Chew, L.P., Huttenlocher, D.P., Kedem, K., Mitchell, J.S.B., "An Efficiently 
Computable Metric for Comparing Polygonal Shapes," IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine 

Intelligence, vol. 13(3), 1991



Applying algorithms across the different 
collections



Applying algorithms across the different 
collections

Polygon fitting



DiD-ARQ: 19th and 20th Century Quilts

n Quilt Index: Online 
database and 
management system for 
thematic collections that 
are housed in repositories 
of diverse size, focus, and 
mission.

n A digital library for 
researching and teaching.



Starting 
Points

¤ > 50,000 Images



Starting 
Points

¤ Good Testbed

¤ Rich 
Documentation

¤ 129 Metadata Fields



Challenges

¤ Images not 
standardized

¤ Few color 
calibrated

¤ Metadata varies in 
quality and 
vocabulary



Authorship

¤ Corporate

¤ Community-based

¤ Individual

¤ Handcrafted

¤ Machine-crafted



Indigo Quilts



Indigo Quilts

vs
Current Ideal

= .001233

Repeat for entire 
picture, summing the 
differences for each 
pixel comparison

Convert image to HSL 
representation and look at it one 
pixel at a time

Return the summed 
differences and 
associate with that quilt 
image

Rank results based on 
values for quilts; smaller 
number means more like 
pure indigo



Quilt Analysis Algorithms - Approach

¤ Project was interesting to external people
¤ Alhaad Gokhale from India was interested in working on the quilt project 

under the Google Summer of Code funding umbrella at NCSA. He was 
supervised by Peter Bajcsy to complete his BS thesis project while 
addressing the crazy vs. non-crazy classification problem.

¤ Resulting algorithm delivered to MSU

¤ Crazy Quilts
¤ Segment quilt based on color
¤ Assign each segment a class using perimeter and area metrics
¤ Merge similar regions
¤ Generate signatures for distinct regions 
¤ Classify using SVM



Crazy Quilt



Crazy Quilt

vs

Segment the image into regions.  
The regions are not squares; 
below is for illustration only Compare regions and merge if 

similar

Compute signature for 
quilt using regions as 
metrics.  Assign this 
signature to the quilt.

< 1, 3.4, -10, 15, 4… > SVM Classifier

Feed signatures into Trained SVM Classifier

YES

Get Yes/No 
result from SVM



¤ Amish Quilts



¤ Amish Quilt

¤ Nine Patch

¤ c.1850



¤Amish Quilt

¤Chained Nine Patch

¤1890



¤Amish Quilt

¤Nine Patch Variation

¤c.1876-1900



¤Amish Quilt

¤Bear Paw 

¤1900



¤ Amish Quilt

¤ Bear Paw

¤ 1910



¤ Amish Quilts

¤ Bear Paw

¤ 1910



Quilt Index



Slave Biographies



show a video or image.
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